Attachment Notification Bangkok Metropolitan Re. Temporary premise closure (Issue 10) Dated 31 May
2020

Business / Activity
Muay Thai training facility /
camp
Open only shadow boxing / pad
work. No sparring partner, no
competition, no audience

(Selling or food / drink service
follow government measure No
1 A as per attachment 3/2020
dated 16 May 2020 )

Primary Control Measure
Supplementary Measure
1. Frequently clean
1. Provide screening
contact surfaces such as
measure for business
machine, equipment,
owners, staff,
heavy bags, gloves
instructors and
(inside and outside)
customers who enter
toilet and shower
the area. If pass,
before and after use
provide symbol
and dispose of
(sticker). If not pass,
municipal waste every
report to responsible
day
gov agency
2. Business owner, staff,
2. Provide data recording
instructor wear masks
or tracking system
all the time. Customers
3. May provide face shield
or boxer must wear
to customers,
mask before and after
instructors and staff
use or training
including rubber gloves
3. Provide hand washing
before boxing gloves
area with soap or
4. Provide proper
alcohol gels or
ventilation system
disinfectant
5. Provide cue system and
4. Social distance at least 1
social distancing at least
meter and reduce
1 m during cue
proximity during
6. If there is
practice
accommodation,
5. Control a number of
maintain 2 m social
customers into the area
distancing
not crowded and
7. No steaming
restrict operation time
8. Consider online booking
or training time not
system
more than 2 hours
9. Follow previous
6. Provide instruction to
measure (No 8 dated 2
all customers according
May 2020) and (No 9
to primary control
dated 16 May 2020),
measure
except maintain
7. Provide registration and
distance no less than
confirm following
1.5 m. If less than 1.5
control measure as per
m, plastic screen is
government order
provided.
8. Provide registration
before enter and exit
the area and use
measure that use

application as per gov
order or use other data
recording as an
alternative

Primary Control measure: Measure in pursuant to Measure 9 Emergency Decree 2005 (Issue 1) No 11
Supplementary Control Measure: Measure by each business/activity which business and customers have
collaboration to make preventive and control Covid 19 measure more effective

